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Pseudo Algebraically Closed Fields with Non-Archimedean 
Real Valuations 
In [2], Ax defined a property of fields lC saying the following: If I. is an 
absolutely irrcduciblc affine variety defined over K, then 1’ has a K-rational 
point. 
-4 field K having this propcrty is said to be affinel!; closed. It is now a natural 
question to look for affinely closed fields that are not algebraically closed. 
In [4], Jarden treated problems of this kind for extensions of Hilbcrtian fields. 
He finds that there are “a lot” of affinely closed fields, but it is difficult to 
decide whether a given field is affinely closed. For example, the question is 
raised: Is the maximal Abelian extension of (,, affinely closed ! (\Ve get as a 
corollary of our paper that the answer is no.) 
In the first part we define a projective condition corresponding to the afhne 
statement above and show that one has only to test whether the property is 
fulfilled for projective curves without singularities. It follows that the affine 
condition is equivalent to the projective condition. 
In the second part we prove that a field K with a non-Archimcdean real 
valuation is not projectively closed, if its Henselian hull is not separabl! 
closed (Theorem 2): We find an algebraic extension field I(, over the perfect 
hull KP mc(’ of K such that there are a lot of elliptic curves defined over K, 
without K,-rational points. The considerations of the first part arc not neces- 
sary to get this result, but they show that it is not too strange that we even find 
projective curves without rational points, and perhaps they make life casiei 
in other cases. 
Theorem 2 is proved by using the theory of elliptic curves over fields 
complete with respect to a non-Archimedean real valuation. Especially, it 
says that every complete field which is not separably closed is not projectively 
closed, and it gives us a lot of examples of fields that are not projectively 
closed. I want to thank Jarden for many discussions. 
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I. 
Let K be a field. 
~EFINITIOS. K is affinely closed if every absolutely irreducible affine 
varietv defined over K has a K-rational point. 
IkAMPLE. A7 := I;, where K is the algebraic closure of 6. 
DEFINITIO~X. K is projectivelq- closed if every absolutely irreSducible 
projective variety defined over K has a K-rational point. 
It is clear that an affinely closed field is projectively closed. In the following 
we want to describe a class of fields that are not projectivelv closed, and so we 
note 
LEMMA I h- is projectively closed if and only if eaevy absolutely irreducible 
project& cume without singularities defined oz’er hF has a h’-rational point. 
Pwqf. (i) Let K be projectively closed. Then it follows from the 
definition that every absolutely irreducible projective curve defined over K 
has a K-rational point. 
(ii) Let K be a finite field. Then it is well known that there is a function 
field in one variable over K without rational place (for a proof. cf. Lemma 2). 
Tf we choose the complete model without singularities of this field, we have a 
projective absolutely irreducible curve defined over K without r.ational 
point. 
Let us now assume that K is an infinite field. Let L/T be an absolute]) 
irreducible projective variety defined over K without K-rational points, with 
dimension r ;‘- 1. Let H,, be a generic hyperplane section of V. Then FV n H,, 
is a prqjective variety defined over K(u) (U the generic coefficients of H,,) of 
dimension r - I and again absolutely irreducible [5]. Now K has infinitely 
many elements so we can specialize u to ii~ KJ1-il( I-C P(K)) such that 
(with H,? as specialized hyperplanc section) F’ n HC is an absolutely irre- 
ducible subvariety of V defined over K of dimension r ~- I. V n Hg has, of 
course, no K-rational point. By induction we get finallv an absolutely irre- 
ducible projective curve defined over K without a K-rational point. But nov, 
the normalization of this curve has no K-rational point too; as this curve has 
no singularities the lemma is proved. 
If K is not affinely closed we get by the same procedure an absolutel) 
irreducible affine curve C over K without K-rational points. So we have 
proved that K is affinely closed if and only if every affine curve, defined over 
K and absolutely irreducible, has K-rational points. 
Now let (7 he a projective curve, defined over K and absolutel! irreducible, 
with only finitely man)- K-rational points. ‘I’hen there exists a suitable 
embedding of (? in some projective space, such that c contains an absolutel\- 
irreducible afline curve C defined over K without K-rational points. 
We can repeat these results in the language of function fields: 
‘rHEOKEh1 i . I,el K he cr jdd. 
(i) k’ is projectiaely closed if and on131 if mew function field F irl OIIB 
Cariahle over K has a rational place. 
(ii) h7 is qfinely closed if and only if every .function.$eld F in me variable 
o%eT A7 has injinitely many vational places. 
(By a function field I always mean a regular function field.) It is clear that the 
affine closeness of K implies that K is projectively closed. Thy following 
lemma proves the converse: 
LEMMA 2. Let F be a function field in one zariable oz’er h- with onl>, finitely 
many h--rational places. Then there exists an algebraic extension jield FI qf F, 
such that FI is a‘gain a function field in one aaviable over K without k--rational 
places. 
Proof. ;Is F has only finitely many K-rational places pI l...( p,, . K cannot 
be separably closed. There is a separable irreducible polynomial <q(Z) of 
K[Z] of some degree ~1 Y- 1. Let p,, he a place of F different from p, (..., p,, 
Then there exists a separable polynomial G(Z) EF[Z] of degree w such that 
G(Z) g(Z) mod pi(i I ,..., II), G(Z) %l’C - t,, mod p,,“, 
where t, is a prime element with respect to p,, . 
Let K, be the separable closure of K. Then t,, is again a prime clement 
with respect to some extension of p,, to F K, , as F K,, is an rmramified 
extension of F. As the last congruence shows that G(Z) is an Eisenstein 
polynomial over F h?,, , F(Z) IS irreducible over F K, Let P’, 1~ the 
splitting field of G(Z) over P. Then the considerations above pro\‘c that >‘, 
is a function field in one variable over K, for FI is separably gcncrated and 
the field of constants is again K. (Otherwise G(Z) would be reducible over 
F . Ii-, .) 
Let p be a place of F, Assume that p is K-rational. Then the restriction 
of p to F has to be 4~~ for some i. But as G(Z) g(Z) mod +I, and ‘q(Z) is 
irreducible over h*, we get a contradiction, and so the lemma is proved. 
I~EFI~ITIOX. K is p se, d -I 1 1 “’ 11 1- -1 . 1 0 d R’Z >rdlLd ! L ObtZ d if K is afincl!- (or cquiv- 
alently, projectively) closed. (For shortness we say K is PAC.) 
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Let K be a field with a real non-Archimedean valuation z.;? an extension of 2: 
to the algebraic closure K of K. 
THEOREM 2.l If the Henselian hull of A’ with respect to ,i’ is not sqparably 
closed, then K is not PAC. (This condition is independerlt yf the special 
e.vtemion 15.) 
\F-e even have more: There is an algebraic extension of the perfect hull of 
K, such that there are infinitely many elliptic curves defined over this field 
without rational points. 
Proof. 1Ve begin with a field K valuated by a real non-Archimedean 
valuation c and an extension 6 of ‘u to I;. 
Jarden [4] proved that if K is PAC, then the perfect hull k”’ m of K is 
I’AC again. So we may assume without any loss of generality that K is perfect. 
T,ct Xr, be the Henselian hull of K with respect to 6. K,, is an algebraic exten- 
sion of K, and as K is perfect, Ax proves by help of the theory of descent [2] 
that if K is PAC then K,, is PAC. So again we may assume that K is perfect 
and Henselian with respect to z‘. 
Let v f 1 be an element of Aut(kS,‘K)( sue I t an element exists by assump- 
tion); define Z?(a) to be the fixed field of 0. Then k’(a) is perfect and Henselian 
again, and if K is PAC then K(a) is PA<‘. Rut this means we have reduced the 
theorem to the following: 
I,EM;\IA. Let A- be a perfect jield, Zienselian with respect to a real non- 
Archimedean valuation z’ and let Aut(l?/K) be a nontrivial procyclic group. 
Then there are ir$nitel+y many elliptic cumes defined OPW Zi without K-sational 
points. 
Z’roqf. Let K,. bc the completion of K with respect to T, I?‘,. its algebraic 
closure. L%s K is perfect K,. is perfect, and so k’,. is equal to the separable 
closure of he,. . K is Henselian. Hence Aut(R]K) _-~ Aut(RJKJ, so 
.%ut(K, ;K,.) is generated bv (r. Let I be a prime such that there esists an 
algebraic extension field I,, of K,. of degree 1. Let a be an element of K with 
r(a) s 0,j: .I. Then there exists exactly one elliptic curve defined 
over K with absolute invariant j and with tkal Hasse invariant y(j ;/ 0, 
I2”)[6].’ 
’ jarden prowd the theorem in the case of a real Archimedean wluation. 
T If char(K) ,’ 2, 3, we can define =Z by the \Veierstrass normal form: 1~’ 
4-x.3 ,&x ,q’:$ ‘l’hm j 12”g2”(x’2” 27g,,‘) ’ and y ;.cS . g;-l mod K*z. 
If char(K) 2 or char(#) 3, these definitions have to he modified (cf. [6], 
Section .AI). y is trivial If y I mod K”. 
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Regard A 0,: K,. . Then this is an elliptic curve defined over K,. with bad 
reduction and with some period q E K,. , where; 9-l t W)l w E z kzll~ 
(For this and the following considerations I want to refer to [3] or [6]). IIf 
I char (K,.), it follows that there is a Q t K,. with Q’ z q, as K,. is perfect. 
If I /: char(K,.), we have q a’ mu I ) q R(q), SO q al 1 mod m,. (m,. is 
the valuation ideal of r), hence by Hensel’s lemma there is a Q t K, with 
QL = q. 
Let C;, be the Galois group off,, over A‘,. , .4(L,.) the group of I,,.-rational 
points of -4. Then it is known that Hl(G,. , A(L,,.))(the group of principal 
homogeneous spaces to il, defined over K,. and splitted by L,.) is a subgroup 
of the character group of G, , and one can describe IP(G, , ,4(L,.)) in the 
following way: Let x be a character of G,, , K,., the fixed field of the kernel 
of x. Then x is an element of N’(G, , 4(L,.)) if and only if there is an element 
Q’ of A-,,, with :\~xzx.“KO[)J Q' q [3, p. 351. 
In our situation let ,y be a generating character of G, Then K,, I,, 
ChooseQ’: zP Q. Then NL,,$’ Q’ y. So H’(G, , A(L,.)) Z;/Z /r 0. 
Let G be the Galois group of i?,,‘K,, . As the inflation map is injective it 
follows that W(G, A(l?l,))l of 0. (If AZ is an A\belian group we denote by 11, 
the elements of :Z;r having order /.) No\v A(K) and -4(R,.) are divis- 
ible groups. So we have the two Kummer sequences : (G(KjK) = 
G&K,) :~ G): 
0 + A(K):‘l.-l(K) --+ W(G, A(!?),) + H’(G, a4(K)), - 0, 
0 --+ ,4(K,.)/lA(K,.) -+ H’(G, A(f?,),) -+ H’(G, A@,.)), -F 0. 
SOW 14(k’)l -:T .-J(f?,), (as G modules), hence 
N’(G, A(K),) fP(G, .4(Rr)J, 
and these are finite groups. \Ve have a natural mai’: 
.4(K)/IA(K) --f A(Ic,.)$‘4(6,). 
But K is algebraically closed in K,. , so this map is injective. It follows that 
HI(G, -4(R)), 2 W(G, A(R,.)), . (Indeed it is easy to show that 
W(G, ‘I@)), g fP(G, .4(I?,.)),) 
and hence H1(G, A(R)), 7’~ 0. 
So we find, to every a E K with v(a) s.:. 0, principal homogeneous spaces of 
dimension 1 defined over K and without K-rational points, and so the lemma 
is proved. 
COROLLARY 1. Let K be a $eld, I? its algebraic closure, ./A the set of equiv- 
alence classes of real nonarchimedean aaluafions of I?. Let I f o F Aut (x/K). 
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If there is a p E ~9 zcith op == p, then K is loot I’.AC. Especially I?(a) is 
not PAC. 
Proof. K(o) is Henselian with respect to p. The condition for o is equiv- 
alent to: there is a p E .X such that the completion of I?(cr) with respect to p 
is not separably closed. 
If K is a Hilbertian field then Jarden proved that the set of all 0 E Aut(/?‘iK) 
with I?(g) being P,4C is of Haar measure I. Hence it follows that the set of all 
0 with up p for some p t .9 is a set of measure 0. 
CoKoLLAKY 2. Let A- be a,field zuith a nonavchimedean r.aluafion ‘1: of rank I. 
[f the aalue group qf u is not divisible OY (f the residue Jield of z’ is not separably 
closed, then li is not PAC. 
Especially no finitely generated field in PXC. 
COKOLLARY 3. Qnil (the maximal nilpotent estetlsion of _O) is not I’AC. 
(Remark: Qnil is Hilbertian [4].) 
Proof. Qnil . Q, ( p some prime) is Hens&an with respect to z’,, , but not 
algebraically closed. 
It follows that the maximal abelian extension Qt,l, of Q is not PAC, 
as Q,h C Qnil . 
Remark. Our criterion has two disadvantages. First, it is a negative 
criterion, and it would be more interesting to find fields that are PAC, and 
second we loose a lot of information by going to the completitions, So we 
cannot decide whether QSolv , the maximal solvable extension of Q, is PAC 
or not. 
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